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ABSTRACT 

LINC-NIRVANA is an infrared camera working in Fizeau interferometric mode. The beams coming from the two 
primary mirrors of the LBT are corrected for the effects of the atmospheric turbulence by two Multi-Conjugate Adaptive 
Optics (MCAO) systems, working in a scientific field of view of 2 arcminutes. One single arm MCAO system includes 
two wave-front sensors, driving two deformable mirrors, one for the ground layer correction (LBT secondary mirror) 
and one for the correction of a mid-high layer (up to a maximum distance of 15 km). The first of the two Mid-High 
Wavefront Sensors (MHWS) was integrated and tested as a stand-alone unit in the laboratory at INAF-Osservatorio 
Astronomico di Bologna, where the telescope was simulated by means of a simple afocal system illuminated by a set of 
optical fibers. Then the module was delivered to the MPIA laboratories in Heidelberg, where is going to be integrated 
and aligned to the post-focal optical relay of one LINC-NIRVANA arm, including the deformable mirror. A number of 
tests are in progress at the moment of this writing, in order to characterize and optimize the system functionalities and 
performance. A report is presented about the status of this work.    
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1. LINC-NIRVANA DESCRIPTION 
The peculiar structure of the Large Binocular Telescope (LBT, Mount Graham, Arizona) is characterized by two 8.4 
meter primary mirrors on a single common mount. This huge ‘double telescope’ offers different configuration choices. 
One of these allows to combine the beams coming from the two collecting surfaces in a Fizeau interferometric mode, to 
make the beams interfere directly on the image plane. LINC-NIRVANA [1] is the instrument thought for this purpose. 
Before being combined, the two beams are corrected from the distortions due to the atmospheric turbulence effects on a 
scientific Field of view (FoV) of 2 arcminutes. A double Multi-Conjugate Adaptive Optics (MCAO) [5] system based on 
layer oriented approach [4] is conceived to correct independently the light coming from each side by means of two 
Wave-front sensors (per part) driving two deformable mirrors conjugated to different altitudes. Twelve reference stars 
(maximum) in an annular field of view between 2 and 6 arcminutes will feed the Ground layer Wavefront Sensor 
(GWS), driving the deformable secondary mirrors of the telescope [3]. After being deprived of the external ring, the 
central 2 arcminutes beam passes through the collimator optics which include two groups of three lenses each and the 
deformable mirror driven by the Mid-High layer Wavefront Sensor (MHWS). This mirror in the post-focal relay, will be 
mounted on a rail line to permit a range of conjugations between 8 and 15 km. The system is thought to be improved in 
the future with a third deformable mirror for the medium atmosphere’s layers (4 – 8 km), but for the moment this mirror 
will be simply flat. A piston mirror compensates in real time the Optical Path Difference (OPD) between the two beams 
and folds them into vertical direction where a dichroic splits visible and infrared light: the latter is transmitted into a 
cryostat where interference takes place on the scientific camera, the former is reflected to the MHWS. Collimated visible 
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light feeds an optical system, called FP20 camera, consisting of four lenses and a K-mirror to compensate the field 
rotation, ensuring a telecentric f/20 beam at the focal plane at the entrance of the MWHS. A more detailed description of 
all these elements (collimator, DM, FP20 optics K-mirror…) forming the so called ‘warm optics’ is reported afterwards. 

Since LINC-NIRVANA will work in an interferometric mode, the optical bench will be mounted between the two 
primary mirrors, on the same mount of the telescope, enabling the instrument to move rigidly with all the telescope 
structure. At the moment of this writing the final LINC-NIRVANA bench is at the MPIA laboratories in Heidelberg for 
the future integration and testing of the whole instrument. 

 

 
Fig 1: LINC-NIRVANA overview in the final configuration 

 

2. POST FOCAL RELAY AND MHWS PRELIMINARY TEST SETUP 
The final configuration of the LINC-NIRVANA instrument as described in the previous Section, will be integrated and 
tested on the final bench at the MPIA laboratories in Heidelberg. A preliminary test setup was thought to test the post 
focal relay [7] including one single arm warm optics and MHWS in closed loop in order to ensure the performances of 
each single element in a almost final configuration, to check the alignment strategy, the software and electronics 
functionality. 

The warm fore-optics to test consist of the following sub-systems: 

− collimator optics, that collimate the light, while forming a constant envelope beam for the Deformable Mirror; 

− Deformable Mirror, conjugated to a proper distance from the telescope, where the atmospheric turbulence is 
concentrated; 

− FP20 optics, which generate a F/20 telecentric focal plane;  

− motorized K-Mirror, for the compensation of the field rotation.  
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Fig 2: Setup configuration for the post focal relay alignment and tests from a lateral view. Every component is shown as set 

in the MPIA laboratories. 

 

 
Fig 3: A section of the 3-D image of the MHWS. The beam-splitter and the two pupil re-imagers with both the CCDs refers 

to the future configuration with two DMs for the mid-high altitudes correction. For what concern the aim of this paper, 
just one of the two channel is mounted and tested. 
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The F/20 beam is folded up to the MHWS where eight probes move in the field to capture the light of the guide stars. 
Every probe consists of an afocal system, called “Star Enlarger” (SE), that magnifies the star image by increasing the 
focal ratio, thus reducing the angular size of the pupil. A glass pyramid [8] is placed on the output focus of the SE and 
splits the light in four beams which are imaged by an objective into four pupil images. The objective collects the re-
imaged pupils coming from different SE, optically co-adding the light of the stars on a CCD. The size of each re-imaged 
pupil is given by the ratio between the focal length of the objective and the F-number of the incoming beam multiplied 
by an enlarging factor, given by the ratio of the focal lengths of the lenses forming each SE. The choice of the SE 
magnifying factor k=11.25 and of the pupil re-imager focal length f = 99 mm derives from the pupil diameter [9], 
imposed by the requirement to fit the meta-pupil of the 2 arcmin FoV at the maximum conjugation altitude (15 km) onto 
a quadrant of the available detector (EEV CCD39, 80×80 pixel, pixel size 24 µm). 

We report in the following Table the main requirements of the warm-optics and of the Mid-High Wave-front Sensor, to 
be verified in the preliminary tests phase described here, before the final integration with the LINC-NIRVANA 
instrument. 

 

Optical Item Requirement 
Input  Post focal beam F/15.27 
Wavelenght range 0.6µm to 2.4µm 
Blur of pupil ≤ 0.7mm 

Collimator 

Intermediate beams for DMs Constant envelope of ~ 140mm 
Input 126mm ∅ collimated beam 
Wavelenght range 0.6µm to 0.9µm 
Field curvature Flat 
Strehl Ratio rms wavefront error < 30nm 
F/# F/20 ± 0.1  

FP20 

Non telecentricity angle < 0.014° 
Reflectivity >96% in the range 0.6-1.0µm K-Mirror 
Internal optical path 640mm 
input focal plane F/20, telecentric, flat 
Wavelenght range 0.6µm to 0.9µm 
Maximum number of reference stars 8 
Conjugation 4 - 15km 
Rms pupil blur < 7µm  
Star enlarger tilt 10″ (1/5 sub-aperture) 

MHWS 

CCD focus ±0.001mm 
Table 1: Main requirements of the optical elements of the post focal relay and MHWS. 

 

In Table 1 are listed some of the requirements of the warm optics main components and of the MHWS. The work done 
at the time of this writing, partially at the Osservatorio Astronomico di Bologna, partially at the MPIA in Heidelberg, 
mainly consists in the verification of the requirements of the single sub-systems described before. 

In Fig 2 a sketch of the setup for the alignment and the verification tests of the post-focal relay optics is shown. At this 
moment, the tests in closed loop are planned, but not ready to be done. The optics and the MHWS are mounted on posts 
for the interfacing between the optical bench and each component. The two collimator lens groups and the two singlets 
of the FP20 optics are mounted on motorized linear stages for the tuning along the optical axis. The natural guide stars 
are simulated by means of optical fibers mounted on a configurable fiber plate that permits to create different asterisms. 

In the following a more detailed description of each single component and of the tests performed so far is reported. 
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3. COMPONENTS DESCRIPTION AND VERIFICATION 
In this section we report a more detailed description of the main optical elements of the NIRVANA post-focal relay, 
including the verification tests description and results. 

3.1 Fiber plate 

The light source for the lab setup is one of the five components of the actual calibration unit of LINC-NIRVANA. This 
module is completely motorized: three translation stages for the positioning and one rotation stage to emulate the 
rotation of the field during the night. The rotating plate is designed to reproduce the curvature of the focal plane of the 
LBT. The fibers (or light sources) are connected to the surface with standard FC connectors. We have 34 holes to 
connect the 12 fibers in several positions at the same time, simulating different asterisms of guide stars in the whole field 
of view. 

 

 
Fig 4: Fiber Plate for the simulation of the guide stars asterism. Different colorsngray levels on the plate indicate different 

thicknesses of the plate in order to simulate LBT field curvature at the focal plane. 

 

3.2 Turbulence generator: MAPS 

The Multipurpose laboratory Atmospheric turbulence simulator MAPS [12], together with the fiber plate, is an optical 
system that emulates the field curvature of the LBT and generate realistic atmosphere-like optical turbulence by means 
of rotating glass phase screens over a field of view of two arcminutes. The fiber plate described in Section 3.1 is one of 
three parts forming the MAPS unit. Two lens groups have the function of collimating the point sources and focus the 
F/15 beam. Between the two groups, the rotating phase screens can be adjusted to simulate the turbulence of a defined 
layer.  

3.3 Collimator 

One collimator consists of a two separate lens groups, each including three air-spaced lenses on the same mount. Each 
mount is adjustable in three dimensions. The range is ±2mm in centring tuning and 2° in tilt with an accuracy 
respectively of 0.02mm and 0.0083°. The centre of tilt is roughly in the middle between the first and last surface, on the 
optical axis. The same mounts are used for the FP20 optics. The aim of the collimator optics is to convert the F/15.27 
beam coming from the telescope, in a collimated beam, forming also a constant envelope between them in order to make 
use of all the DM actuators at any conjugation altitude. Both aligned collimators were tested [11] and meet the 
specifications according to Table 1. 
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3.4 Deformable Mirror 

The DM is manufactured by Xinetics and contains 349 actuators located on a square grid of 21X21 actuators, each made 
of a piezo-stack and attached to a continuous face-sheet as the reflecting surface. The DM was tested by Sebastian Egner 
for linearity and hysteresis for different ambient temperatures. 

3.5 FP20 Optics and K-Mirror 

Three groups of lenses with the same mountings described in Section 3.3 form the FP20 optics. Fed by collimated light,  
they ensure a telecentric F/20 beam over 2 arcminutes of field of view. Since we tested the system separately, to obtain a 
collimated beam we used a Plano Objective with an aperture of 152.4mm mounted on a FISBA Interferometer coupled 
with a 126 mm diameter pupil stop. The FISBA Objective was mounted on a tilt platform and on a precision rotation 
stage. The three groups of lenses were also mounted on two orthogonal 25mm translation stages to ensure the tuning in 
the direction of the optical axis and perpendicularly to it. In the configuration reported in Fig 2, the first group of lenses 
is tunable just by means of the lens group mount, while the second and the third group are mounted on motorized liner 
stages for the focus regulation. To compensate the absence of the K-mirror, we increased the distance between  the first 
doublet and the third lens by the same amount due to the three reflections.  

 

 
Fig 5: Setup for the on-axis (top figure) and off-axis (bottom figure) verification tests 

 

The optical system was aligned respect to a laser beam generated by an He-Ne laser source folded by a mirror in order to 
follow the same path of the beam coming from the FISBA interferometer. Starting from the last lens group (the closest to 
the F/20 focal plane), we aligned each group using the back reflections coming from each lens surface and transmitted 
spots position on a DVC CCD. To measure the residual wavefront error the Setup consists in a µPhase 2 HR Digital 
Compact Interferometer with the Fisba µLens CDCI 2 Plano Objective and a Spherical-concave reference surface 
mounted on two orthogonal stages. Wavefront error measurement is given by the residual RMS measured in five 
different directions to cover all the field of view, after subtracting the low orders modes (see Fig 5). Since the fields on 
sky scale with the fields on the bench by a factor due to the ratio of the two pupils diameter (65.576), the five directions 
in the sky were taken about one degree away from each other. The measurement values for one of the two FP20 optics 
set are reported in Table 2. 

Interferometer tilt angle 
(elevation, azimuth) 
[degree]  

MEAN PV [nm] MEAN RMS [nm] 

(0., 0.) 98.66 17.066 
(0., -1.) 161.538 24.319 
(0., +1.) 146.645 28.509 
(+1., 0.) 179.697 30.629 
(-1., 0.) 159.219 29.94 

Table 2: FP20 optics #2# wavefront error measurements. These numbers are obtained averaging ten different measurements 
per each interferometer tilt angle. 
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According to values reported in Table 1, this set of optics is in spec. 

The non telecentricity angle (see Table 1) was measured by the means of two DVC CCD mounted on a linear stage 
parallel to the optical axis in order to trace the direction of the chief rays at the focal plane corresponding to different 
directions in the sky and measure the angle between them. The requirement asks for an angle < 0.014°. The direction of 
the chief rays is computed simply measuring the position of the spot produced by the system onto the CCD in two 
different positions of the linear stage. The linear distance between the two positions is known. We repeated this 
procedure for two different chief ray, one corresponding to the center of the field, one at the edge of the field (see Fig 6). 

 
Fig 6: Setup for the telecentricity verification tests 

The linear distance along the optical axis between two stage positions is 1 cm and the measures were taken in 8 steps. 
This means that the total shift between the first and the last measurement is 8 cm. Since the X and Y position of the spot 
along the optical axis has a linear behavior, for the computation of the angle we calculated two centroid positions 
corresponding to a 8 cm shift of the CCD, by a linear fit to the data. 

 

XCCD1 768.972 772.187  X CCD2 492.549 498.486 
Y CCD1 775.322 765.755  Y CCD2 561.63 553.865 

Table 3: Calculated centroid positions for a 8cm travel range 

 

If α is the non telecentric angle, ∆x = ∆x (CCD1) - ∆x (CCD2) (the same for y) and ∆z is the shift of the linear stage in 
microns, the following formula gives the non telecentricity angle in radians units: 

 

where 6.45 is the dimension of one pixel in microns. Using the numbers in Table 3, we obtained an angle of 0.015°, 
slightly out of specifications (0.014°), but accepted because the discrepancy is within the measurement error and 
therefore negligible. 

The k-mirror optical derotator will provide the derotation of the field for the two MHWSs. The two identical units will 
rotate in the same direction during operation, avoiding mutual mechanical interference. The K-mirror has not optical 
power and consists of three mirrors mounted together in a stiff and stable structure that allows rotation of the assembly 
around the optical axis of the FP/20 camera. There are several adjustment systems for internal alignment and alignment 
to the post focal relay. 

3.6 Mid-High Wavefront Sensor 

The MHWS was tested [6] in the optical laboratory at INAF – Osservatorio Astronomico di Bologna by the means of a 
lens-stop-lens telescope simulator to provide the F/20 focal plane at the entrance of the sensor. The guide star asterisms 
were provided by a set of 160µm core optical fibers mounted on a dedicated plate (see Fig 7). As we briefly introduced 
in Section 2, the light of each reference star is picked up by an optical system called Star Enlarger. It consists of two lens 
doublets with focal lengths f1=14mm and f2=157.5mm, having the purpose to increase the reference star linear 
dimensions at the vertex of a pyramid at the focal plane, leaving unchanged their mutual distances. Due to the presence 
of the pyramid, the light coming from each star is divided in four in order to produce 4 pupils The pupils size is related 

zyxrad ∆∆+∆= /2^2^45.6)(α
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to the ratio of the focal lengths of the two doublets and was tuned in order to fit the CCD. Eight star enlargers (Fig 8) are 
moved in the 2 arcminutes field by 8 pairs of linear motorized stages mounted on the base of the main structure. A 7 lens 
objective with a clear aperture of 112mm and focal length of 99mm re-images the four pupils on the Wavefront Sensor 
CCD. 

Star enlarger focus adjustment: In order not to loose dynamic range of the Wavefront sensor and to avoid introducing 
large non common path aberration, the Defocus measured by the sensor considering just static aberrations should be as 
small as possible. We mechanically positioned one star enlarger, used as reference for the others, in the nominal entrance 
focal plane. The telescope simulator distance from the MHWS was then tuned in order to measure defocus zero with the 
reference star enlarger. The source used in this part of the alignment was an He-Ne Laser at the centre of the field. Also 
the fiber plate, mounted on linear, tip-tilt and rotational stages, was positioned by the means of the defocus 
measurement. Using the central optical fiber as light source the defocus of each of the other star enlargers was cancelled 
to zero. Calibration of the wavefront was done measuring defocus with the wavefront sensor moving the fibers of a 
known quantity along the optical axis. The same operation was repeated in simulated mode by the means of Zemax, to 
switch from arbitrary units to physical units. 

 

 
Fig 7: The Mid High Wavefront Sensor on the bench. 
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Fig 8: The 8 star enlarger seen from below, reflected by the 45° mirror that folds the beam coming from the telescope 

simulator. 

SE Defocus 
1 Reference
2 -1 nm
3 +5 nm
4 -4 nm
5 -1 nm
6 +2 nm
7 +2 nm
8 -2 nm

Table 4: Star enlargers residual defocus after regulation (averaged on 10 measurements for each SE). SE 1 chosen 
as reference for positioning the fiber plate.  

Star enlarger tip-tilt alignment: Since the tilt of a SE produces a shift of the four pupils on the detector, to ensure an 
acceptable superimposition of the pupil images concerning different star enlargers, an accurate tip-tilt alignment was 
performed. Each SE was positioned at the middle of a field quadrant, by positioning the XY linear stages carrying the SE 
itself at their mid travel position; this configuration was found to be the optimal one from the point of view of the axis 
wobble due to the pitch and roll of the stages. Then the SE was aligned in tip-tilt, matching the centers of the four pupil 
images on the detector to a set of common positions for all the star enlargers. In order to achieve a suitable centering 
accuracy, a plate with a small central hole was placed in the aperture stop of the telescope simulator; in this way the four 
pupil images produced by the SE were actually reduced to four small spots, much easier to center with an accuracy in the 
order of 1/10 sub-aperture, as required by the pupil image quality specifications of Table 1. 

Pupil image quality: The cosmetics through all SE looks good. All the SE images show the same feature present in the 
picture below in the upper right pupil. This feature is therefore due to the common path among all SE (e.g. telescope 
simulator). 

 
Fig 9: Four pupils image on the CCD (right panel); zoom of the bottom left pupil (left panel). 
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The relative transmittance of the SE with respect to the average is reported in Table 5. 

 

SE Transimittance
1 +0.7 %
2 +4.9 %
3 +3.0 %
4 -2.5 %
5 + 2.0 %
6 -3.4 %
7 -2.1 %
8 -2.6 %

Table 5: relative transmittance of the star enlarges with respect to the everage. 

The repeated measurements of the relative transmittance of some SE, taken after several minutes, give a repeatability 
estimate in the order of 5%. 

Pupil blur: Using a mask with holes in the aperture stop (see Fig 10), a measurement was taken with one star enlarger 
on axis. The central spot of the four re-imaged hole patterns is considered. The four spots have a very small elongation 
towards the center (elongation < 15%). The typical spot standard deviation (measured by a 2D gaussian fit) is in the 
order of σ = 1 pixel. Since one mask hole dimension is 0.5mm, its re-imaged expected dimension is 0.7 pixels. 
Removing in quadrature the intrinsic re-imaged hole size, gives a blur of σ ≈ 0.7 pixel = 5.6µm. This includes the 
telescope simulator optical quality and chromatism and the blur due to the MHWS optics (SE diffraction, chromatism, 
pupil re-imager optical quality). Considering also the pupil image blur measured by the geometric superimposition of the 
pupils of 8 SE (average blur σ ≈ 6 µm), the two effects give an overall pupil blur of σ ≈ 8.2 µm, that has to be compared 
to the expected blur of σ ≈ 7 µm reported in Table 1. The measured value is marginally out of the expectations, although 
it includes the degradation due to the telescope simulator. 

 

 
Fig 10: Image on the WFS detector of the pupil mask (right) and the pupil mask. Central hole is marked 

 

Pupil dimensions: In Fig 9 a pupil image is shown (left panel). The pixels looking black in the picture have a value of 0. 
Taking all the non-zero pixels and computing the diameter of a circle having the same area as the non-zero region, a 
diameter of 58.9 pixels is obtained, that converted into 24 micron of the CCD39 pixels, gives a pupil image diameter D = 
19.6 pixels. This may be considered an upper limit, since various effects (e.g. SE diffraction) tend to smooth the pupil 
edges and increase the pupil image diameter when the above criterion (all non-zero pixels considered) is adopted to 
measure the pupil diameter. 
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3.7 The software  

CARMA [10] is an application based on BASDA and written in IDL for the laboratory tests in closed loop. It is easy to 
adjust to the upcoming test and supports a simple analysis of the measured data. CARMA controls the hardware for the 
Adaptive Optics for LINC-NIRVANA and provides methods to read the images from the wavefront sensor, to send 
commands to the deformable mirror, to move the motors in the system, to do calibration and closed-loop calculations, as 
well as some debugging functions and engineering GUIs for the individual components. 

4. FUTURE WORK 
At the moment of this writing, all the components we need for the post focal relay alignment and test are delivered to the 
MPIA laboratories, but the work is still in progress. All the warm optics have to be aligned on the bench in the 
configuration shown in Fig 2 and tests for telecentricity, residual wavefront error and collimation will take place. After 
the alignment of all the post focal relay optics, the alignment of the MHWS has to be done and the tests described in 
Section 3.6 will be repeated. Last step will be to close the loop using the turbulence simulator, MAPS. 
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